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NEXBELT  

MINIMUM ADVERTISED PRICE POLICY 

 

Team Nexbelt Operating, Inc., a Delaware corporation d/b/a NexBelt (“NexBelt”) is 

committed to working with retailers to develop the products and brands that it sells, and 

maintaining the premium image of those products. Therefore, NexBelt has unilaterally adopted the 

following Minimum Advertised Price Policy to maximize the potential for sales and maintain the 

high-quality brand name and consumer satisfaction for its products.  

 

This Policy applies to all authorized retailers in the United States, including online retailers. 

This Policy does not apply to the price at which NexBelt products are actually sold. 

 

While retailers are free to sell the products covered under this Policy (the “Products”)  at 

any price they choose, it is the policy of NexBelt not to sell products to retailers who advertise the 

Products at prices lower than the minimum advertised price (“MAP”) established by NexBelt, 

except as allowed under this Policy. 

 

1. Minimum Advertised Price. From time to time NexBelt will provide lists of its 

products to which this Policy applies and the applicable MAP for the Products. Products not 

specifically identified in that list are not subject to this Policy.   

 

This Policy applies only to the advertised prices of covered products. It does not limit the 

prices at which any products are actually sold. This Policy also does not limit the advertisement of 

prices that are higher than the Minimum Advertised Prices or if no price is listed at all 

 

NexBelt alone will determine retailers to whom NexBelt will sell its Products. Similarly, 

NexBelt may cease selling Products to any retailer, at any time, for any reason. No employee or 

representative of NexBelt is authorized to make any representation to the contrary, except as 

otherwise agreed to in writing and signed by an authorized officer of NexBelt.  

 

2. Application.  This Policy applies to all advertisements, online or offline, including, but 

not limited to, billboards, newspapers, magazines, catalogs, brochures, posters, coupons, inserts, 

direct mail, retail flyers, television, radio, websites and advertisements by third-parties. For 

purposes of this Policy, “third-parties” shall include retailers, price comparison websites, search 

engines, auction websites, distributors or any other entity conducting commerce. Any link from a 

retailer's website to a third-party website subjects the retailer to the actions herein. Any violation 

from a retailer is the responsibility of that retailer. For .com/ online advertising a price below MAP 

that is listed via search or first (1st) landing page is a violation of this Policy.  

 

The Policy does not apply to in-store advertisements (such as signs, tags and displays). 

This Policy applies to prices advertised in an “all on sale” promotion (i.e., a sale applicable to all 

SKUs of all products). This Policy does not in any way limit the ability of a retailer to advertise 

“they have the lowest prices,” “they meet or beat any competitor's price,” prices are “too low to 

show,” or consumers should “call or e-mail for a price.” Free shipping and/or handling promotions 
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do not violate this Policy. The manner in which a retailer communicates the existence of any 

promotional coupons or discounts may be subject to this Policy.1    

 

It shall be a violation of this MAP Policy to include in any advertising for NexBelt MAP 

Products any additional discount, coupon, gift card, or incentive that translates into an immediate 

price reduction, where the cumulative effect would be to reduce the advertised price of any MAP 

Product below MAP. 

 

NexBelt reserves the right to modify, suspend, or discontinue this Policy, in whole or in 

part, at any time.  This Policy does not apply to products that NexBelt has identified as discount 

or closeout items in any published list.  

 

3. Violations. This Policy is provided for reference only. It is not a contract or agreement 

and is not incorporated into any agreement between NexBelt and any retailer by reference or 

otherwise Compliance is entirely voluntary. Each retailer is free to sell products at prices that the 

retailer determines are appropriate. Each retailer is free to decide independently whether or not to 

follow this Policy. In no instance, whether prior to or after action has been taken by NexBelt under 

this Policy, will NexBelt solicit or accept any agreement by a retailer to comply with the terms of 

this Policy. Under no circumstance will NexBelt entertain an offer from a retailer to negotiate or 

seek forbearance of any action under this Policy or otherwise agree to the terms of this Policy. 

However, advertisement of a covered product at a price below its Minimum Advertised Price is a 

violation of this Policy.  

 

The determination of whether a retailer has violated this Policy will be made by NexBelt 

in its sole discretion and absolute judgment. If it is ultimately determined that a retailer has 

advertised below the MAP in violation of this Policy, NexBelt will unilaterally determine whether 

any action under this Policy is appropriate. NexBelt reserves the rights, if this Policy is violated, 

to reduce or terminate benefits that NexBelt provides to the violator (including but not limited to 

any promotions, credits or discounts) or, in its discretion, to suspend, reduce or terminate its 

business relationship with the violator. 

 

4. Questions, and Reporting of Information Concerning Other Customers. Sales 

representatives are not authorized to interpret, construe, discuss or take any other action regarding 

this Policy.  If you have questions about this Policy, or wish to report information concerning 

prices advertised by another customer of NexBelt, please send an e-mail or letter to the address 

below. 

 

10390 Regis Court 

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 

sales@nexbelt.com 

 

 

 
 


